We propose requirement validation criteria and a method based on the interaction between actors in an information system. We focus on the cyclical transitions of one actor's situation against another and clarify observable stimuli and responses based on these transitions. Both actors' situations can be listed in a state transition table, which describes the observable stimuli or responses they send or receive. Examination of the interaction between both actors in the state transition tables enables us to detect missing or defective observable stimuli or responses. Typically, this method can be applied to the examination of the interaction between a resource managed by the information system and its user. As a case study, we analyzed 332 requirement defect reports of an actual system development project in Japan. We found that there were a certain amount of defects regarding missing or defective stimuli and responses, which can be detected using our proposed method if this method is used in the requirement definition phase. This means that we can reach a more complete requirement definition with our proposed method.
Introduction
The requirement definition phase largely affects the success or failure of software development projects. Mogyorodi introduced a study by James Martin, which states that the root cause of 56 % of all bugs identified in projects are defects introduced in the requirement definition phase, and roughly half of these bugs were due to requirements that were completely omitted [1] . The amount of effort it takes to fix bugs that arise from requirements is even higher at 82 %.
A unified modeling language (UML) is often used to describe software requirements. Use-cases are used for capturing domain-level requirements, and the domain model, i.e., the domain layer of software objects, is also used. However, these notations mainly describe software functions and data separately and are insufficient for analyzing problems in the real world. Detailed analyses conducted in the requirement definition phase are often omitted in documents to maintain a level of abstraction. Svetinovic et al. found that the domain model produced from use-case models by † † The authors are with the Graduate School of Systems Engineering, Wakayama University, Wakayama-shi, 640-8510 Japan.
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a) E-mail: hattorinb@nttdata.co.jp DOI: 10.1587/transinf.E93.D.679 different modelers, for the same systems, can differ from one another. One reason for this lies in the difficulty of discovering concepts in a problem domain [2] . As a result, gaps between requirements and software functions are often clarified after the development phase is finished. Jackson also claims that focusing on the problem is important, and problem frames help us do this, instead of drifting into inventing solutions [3] . We propose requirement validation criteria and a method based on the interaction between actors, i.e. concerned parties that depend on each other in an organizational context. Information systems as well as humans can be regarded as actors. We focus on cycles of stimuli and responses from one actor to another. Each actor has situations described in a state transition table, which lists observable stimuli or responses the actors send or receive. This method is expected to clarify stimuli and responses and related situations of actors in the real world, which is difficult to exhaustively define using UML and to validate the completeness of stimuli and responses between actors. This completeness means that all responses of the concerned party to all stimuli in all realizable classes of situations are defined. This is one of the elements included in completeness defined in the recommended practice for software requirements specifications (SRS) in IEEE Std.830-1998 [4] .
There have been empirical studies in which a welldefined scope, or decomposing, sizing, and managing features are significantly related to the success of the project [5] , [6] . Each feature is generally described in a sequence of stimuli-response pairs [4] . Therefore, the clarification of stimuli and responses at an early phase is important for the success of a system development project.
In Sect. 2, we describe the components for describing requirements that are applicable to functional requirements. In Sect. 3, we describe our proposed requirement validation criteria and method based on actor interaction. In Sect. 4, we explain our proposed method with an example of a coin parking service in Japan. In Sect. 5, we show an industrial case study and evaluate the effectiveness of our method. We analyzed requirement defect reports of a system development project in a Japanese company to see if these defects could be detected if our proposed method is used for the requirements review at the requirements definition phase. In Sect. 6, discussion related to our industrial case study in Sect. 5 is described. In Sect. 7, we discuss related work, and finally, in Sect. 8, we make our conclusions and explain our Copyright c 2010 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers future work.
Requirements Elicitation Based on Model of Actor's Situation
In this section, we propose components for describing software requirement specifications. The functional requirements for software can be thought of as follows. "An actor, in a certain situation, instructs a stimulus, which is input into a specified process and corresponding output. Then it is sent as a response to the actor, which is in a certain situation.". Figure 1 shows this structure. The requirement components are defined as follows.
(1) Actor A concerned party who explicitly or implicitly requests to start a software function and receives responses from that software.
(2) Actor's pre-situation An actor's situation when he/she/it sends the corresponding stimulus to that function. For the complete elicitation of functional requirements, the components shown in Fig. 1 must be completely defined. It is necessary to consider the completeness of the relationship between each component as well as the completeness of the component.
By analyzing functional requirements with these requirement component descriptions, we cannot only clarify these components but also analyze their relationship with one another. Therefore, we can set requirement validation criteria based on these components. This means that if we can completely define actors, actor's situations, observable stimuli and responses, input, processing, and output, we can completely define the requirements.
However, we believe it is not practical to define all combinations of these components. Therefore, we propose a method for dealing with this explosion of combinations.
Requirement Validation Criteria and Method Based on Actor Interaction
[Premise] The number of situations of an actor in a system is not infinitely divergent, i.e., they are finite. An actor's situations are cyclical through interacting with the system. This assumption is practical. For example, in resource management systems, a requestor reserves, cancels, utilizes, and makes a payment and releases a resource. In this case, the requestor and the resource can be regarded as actors. It is reasonable to assume cycles of an actor's situation. Under this premise, we propose a method for dealing with the explosion of combinations of requirement component descriptions, which was explained in Sect. 2.
Completion Criteria for Elicitation of Actor's Situation
By the premise described in the previous section regarding the cycle of an actor's situation, we can define a set of an actor's situations using a state transition 
Requirement Validation Method Based on Actor Interaction
The three types of completeness described above can be validated in the following steps.
Step 1. Focus on relationship between actors and classify them as active or passive.
Step 2. Elicit both actors' cyclical situations regarding interaction with another actor.
Step 3. Elicit courses of observable stimuli and responses in accordance with the cyclical transitions of both actors' situations elicited in Step 2.
Step 4. Construct both actors' state transition tables from the cyclical situations elicited in Step 2 and the stimuli and responses elicited in Step 3.
Step 5. Confirm that there are no missing statuses, stimuli, or responses by examining the interactions between the active and passive actors with their state transition tables. Before the execution of these steps, organizational IT requirements engineering concerns, organizational actors and dependencies between them should be analyzed using goal-oriented approaches such as the i* framework [7] or the actor relationship matrix method [8] . After the execution of this method, the analysis results including potential requirement defects detected with this method should be validated by stakeholders such as customers of the system typically at requirement review meetings. This method is supposed to be used repeatedly and iteratively.
Guidelines for the Proposed Method
In Step 1, typically, managed resources and the information system can be passive actors, and their users can be active actors. Focusing on interactions between resources and their users is effective when we elicit actor's situations or courses of stimuli and responses.
In Step 2, a typical pattern of statuses of both active and passive actors can be described as follows. {No interaction, Starting interaction, Being interactive, Finishing interaction} If the resource is to be reused by another user, such as a rental commodity or space, the resource often returns to the initial status. If the resource is to be used only once, the resource finally leads to statuses such as "Discarded", or "Expired". These patterns can often be a starting point for eliciting situations of analyzed resources and their users. Actor's situations can often be expected to be derived from these typical patterns of statuses. If necessary, the statuses should be integrated or subdivided and more statuses should be added.
If we can elicit complete statuses in Step 2, it is not necessary to elicit all courses of observable stimuli and responses in Step 3. Defective or missing stimuli/responses can be detected by examining the state transition tables. However, it is often that there are some statuses that cannot be elicited in Step 2, and such statuses can be found by eliciting the courses of observable stimuli and responses. Examiners can use these courses when they trace the state transition table to confirm its correctness in Step 5. Therefore, it is preferable to elicit courses of observable stimuli and responses as much as possible in Step 3.
In
Step 5, for the examination of the interaction between active and passive actors, we can make a direct product of the state transition table, i.e., the state transition table that contains the direct product of sets of both actors' statuses. The cells contain the observable stimuli and responses that will lead to a particular ordered pair of both actors' statuses.
We define X as the set of active actor's statuses and Y as the set of passive actor's statuses. Then, X × Y, the direct product of X and Y, can be defined as follows.
This is the set of all possible ordered pairs whose first component is a member of X and whose second component is a member of Y. If X has m-elements and Y has n-elements, the corresponding direct product X × Y has m × n elements.
In the same way, when the number of actors is p and the sets of each actor's statuses are defined as X i , the direct product of these sets can be defined as follows.
This is the set of all possible ordered n-tuples. An ordered n-tuple is a set of n objects arranged in a specified order.
There are some rules that the direct product of the state transition table must satisfy. An examiner can detect defects when the direct product of the state transition tables does not satisfy the following rules.
(1) The direct product of state transition tables must be traced from the ordered n-tuple of all actors' initial statuses to all ordered n-tuples of all actors' statuses with stimulus/response pairs. (2) The direct product of state transition tables must be traced from all ordered n-tuples with stimulus/response pair to the ordered n-tuple of all actors' final statuses.
Examiners can also detect defects when they find that some courses of observable stimuli and responses elicited in Step 3 cannot be traced in the direct product of the state transition tables if the courses are correct.
However, the state transition table cannot be validated based only on the examiner's knowledge. It is necessary for stakeholders, such as customers, to validate each cell in the direct product of the state transition tables. The examiners and the stakeholders should understand the meanings of current and next status and determine if a cell contains a observable stimulus/response pair.
It is often practical for examiners to omit an ordered n-tuple of statuses with no stimuli or responses because the number of elements of the direct product of each actor's statuses often becomes very large. When the examiners determine whether they can omit a certain ordered n-tuple of statuses or not, they should understand the meaning of the statuses of each actor and consider whether these statuses cannot occur simultaneously in the real world.
Potential Detectable Ability of Proposed Method
Requirements can be defined with the components described in Sect. 2. Therefore, if defects regarding an actor's situation or observable stimuli/responses are detected, defects of other related components may be detected. For example, if a missing stimulus is detected, defects of input, processing, or output may be detected.
Moreover, if we examine the cycles of an actor's situation against that of another actor, we may be able to find hidden relationship with still other actors or hidden new actors. They may be necessary to finish the cycles of the actor's situation when the actor cannot finish the cycles alone.
Example
In this section, we explain our proposed method by applying it to the requirement definition of a coin parking system in Japan. In coin parking, each parking space is equipped with a locking device, which activates automatically soon after a car parks in that space. The locking device deactivates when the driver pays the fee using an automatic payment system.
We can define two actors, the driver, as an active actor, and the parking space, as the passive actor. Figure 2 shows the interactions between the driver and the parking space.
The set of driver's statuses regarding the use of the parking space is {Driving, Grace period, Parking}. The grace period is the period given to the driver to exit before the car is re-locked into the space. The grace period is usually about 3 minutes in the real world. The set of parking space's statuses regarding being used by the drivers is {Vacant, Parked with locking device off, Parked with locking device on}.
The set of observable stimuli and responses found in the real world is {Entrance, Lock on, Payment, Lock off, Exit}. Courses of observable stimuli and responses are described as follows.
(1) The driver enters the parking space, makes a payment and exits the parking space. (Driving) ⇒ Entrance to parking space ⇒ Lock on parking space ⇒ Payment ⇒ Lock off parking space ⇒ Exit from parking space ⇒ (Driving) Fig. 2 Interactions between driver and parking space.
(2) The driver enters the parking space but exits within the grace period. (Driving) ⇒ Entrance to parking space ⇒ Exit from parking space ⇒ (Driving) (3) The driver completes payment, but he/she does not exit from the parking space within the grace period. This is regarded as the driver parking again. (Driving) ⇒ Entrance to parking space ⇒ Lock on parking space ⇒ Payment ⇒ Lock off parking space ⇒ Lock on parking space ⇒ (Parking again) Table 1 is the state transition table of a driver based on these cyclical transitions of his/her situations with the parking space. Table 2 is the state transition table of the parking space based on these cyclical transitions of its situations with the driver.
We then confirm that there are no missing stimuli and responses by examining interactions between the driver and the parking space with their state transition tables. Table 3 is the direct product of two state transition tables, i.e., Tables 1 and 2. The number of statuses in the direct product is the number of status products of the two transition tables. In Table 3 , an ordered pair of statuses with no regular stimuli or responses is omitted. For example, the status of a parking space cannot be "Vacant" when the driver's status is "Parking" or "Grace period". Therefore, the ordered pairs of these statuses, i.e. (Parking, Vacant) or (Grace period, Vacant), can be omitted. From the direct product of the state transition tables, we can validate the completeness of regular stimuli and responses.
There are irregular stimuli in the real world such as forcibly exiting the parking space by destroying the locking device, illegal abandonment of a car, and incomplete payment due to the lack of small change. In these cases, it is necessary to include the manager of the parking space. We then examine the interactions between the manager and the parking space. We can also follow the steps mentioned above when we examine these interactions. Table 4 is the direct product of the state transition tables of the driver, parking space, and manager of the parking space when the parked car is regarded as illegally abandoned because the allotted time expired. In this case, the observable stimuli/responses such as "Forced lock off" and "Forced exit" by the manager are included in the table.
A Case Study
In this section, we verify the following hypothesis to validate the effectiveness of our proposed requirement validation criteria and method described in Sect. 3.
Hypothesis
We set the following verification hypothesis.
We can detect requirement defects or find missing requirements with the following steps.
Step 1. Elicit managed resources as passive actors and their users as active actors
Step 2. Examine users' cycles of situations regarding the use of managed resources
Experimentation

Outline of Analyzed System
We analyzed the development project for the core business system of a Japanese company. We describe our analysis and the effects we achieved using a virtual information system with basically the same business structure or workflow as the one we analyzed.
(1) The information system is of a Japanese retailer. For instance, operation managers suspend accepting orders when the number of orders is expected to be much higher than the expected number of arrival of goods. The operation managers also resume accepting orders.
Outlines of Requirement Defects Report
First, we analyze the requirement defect report from the system development project of the analyzed system to examine which requirement component description causes requirement defects.
We analyzed 332 requirement defect reports made after the requirement definition phase, i.e., in the design, implementation, or the test phase. Table 5 lists the results of this analysis. More than 75 % of the requirement defects came from the defects of input, processing and output, i.e., the machine world. Table 6 lists examples of requirement defects regarding an actor's situations, observable stimuli, and Table 5 Analysis results of requirement defects from actual system development project. responses.
Analysis of Actor Interactions
In this section, we describe the actor interactions regarding this case study. Table 7 lists the combination of managed resources and their users.
Interaction between Customer and Commodity
Space Figure 3 shows the interaction between a customer and a commodity space. A commodity space consists of the commodity itself and the information system that manages the commodity.
The set of customer's statuses regarding the use of the commodity space is {Non-possession, Ordering, Possession}, and the set of commodity space's statuses regarding being used by the customer is {Out-of-stock and non-reserved, Out-of-stock and reserved, In-stock and nonreserved, In-stock and reserved, Possessed, Discarded}. In Table 7 Combination of managed resource and user. Fig. 3 Interaction between customer and commodity space.
this case study, the commodity space is required to receive orders that is out-of-stock. Therefore, two statuses should be defined when the commodity space is "non-reserved".
The set of observable stimuli and responses shared by the two actors are {Order, Order cancellation, Payment, Sending of item, Return of item, Refund, Discarding item} "Discarding item" is the stimulus that is not shared by the information system, i.e., the stimulus is assumed to be sent directly from the customer to the commodity.
Courses of observable stimuli and responses based on the cycles of the customer's situation regarding the commodity space are described as follows. Nos. 4 to 7 are the courses of observable stimuli and responses including the "arrival of item" event.
(1) The customer orders an item in stock, makes a payment for it, receives it, and finally discards it. (Non-possession) ⇒ Order ⇒ Payment/Sending of item ⇒ Discarding item ⇒ (Non-possession) (2) The customer orders an item in stock, makes a payment for it, receives it, but returns it and is refunded. Table 8 is the state transition table of the customer based on the cycle of the customer's situations. Table 9 is the state transition table of the commodity space. Table 10 is the direct product of the two state transition tables, i.e., the direct product of Tables 8 and 9. In Table 10 , an ordered pair of two actor's statuses with no regular stimuli or responses is omitted.
Interaction between Operation
Manager and Commodity Space Figure 4 shows the interaction between an operation manager and a commodity space. The set of statuses of the operation manager regarding the interaction with the commodity space is {Still not accepting orders, Accepting orders, Suspending accepting orders, No longer accepting orders}. The set of statuses is the same as that of the operation manager and commodity space.
Courses of observable stimuli and responses based on the cycles of the operation manager's situation regarding the commodity space are described as follows.
(1) An operations manager makes a request to the commodity space to start accepting orders, and then he/she makes a request to terminate accepting orders. (Still not accepting orders) ⇒ Start of accepting orders ⇒ Termination of accepting orders ⇒ (No longer accepting orders) (2) An operations manager makes a request to the commodity space to start, suspend, and resume accepting orders. Finally he/she makes a request to terminate accepting orders. Table 11 is the state transition of the operation manager. Table 12 is the state transition table of the commodity space. Table 13 is the direct product of the two state transition tables, i.e., the direct product of Tables 11 and 12 . This state transition table is the same as that of the operation manager and commodity space.
Interactions among Customer, Operation Manager, and Commodity Space
Both the customer and the operations manager interact with the commodity space. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the cycles of the commodity space interacting with both users. Table 14 is the direct product of the state transition tables of these three actors. Due to lack of space, Table 14 shows only when the operation manager's statuses are "Accepting orders" and "Suspending accepting orders". The cells with only parentheses are described in the diagonal elements of the table which give statuses of multiple actors.
In Table 14 , we made the direct product of all the statuses of the three actors, even when the consumer status is "Non-possession" and the status of the commodity space is "Discarded". When the consumer status is "Nonpossession" and the status of the commodity space is "Discarded", the ordered triple of these two actors' statuses and that of an operation manager is not effective, i.e., does not need to be considered. The direct product of the state transition tables, such as Table 14 , is thought used by human reviewers mainly in the requirement definition phase. Human reviewers are expected to judge the effectiveness of each ordered n-tuple of different actors' statuses by understanding the meaning of observable stimulus or responses in the cell.
Detectable Requirement Defects
We can examine observable stimuli and responses and their related state transitions exhaustively using the direct products of the state transition tables of actors. If the concerned stimuli or responses can be detected explicitly in the cell of the direct product of the state transition tables, we can judge that the requirement defects can be detected with our proposed method.
We describe three types of detectable defects, which can be detected with our proposed method with the examples of the requirement defects in Table 6 . Table 13 Direct product of state transition tables of operation manager and commodity space.
Table 14
Part of direct product of state transition tables of customer, operation manager, and commodity space. Note 1. In the status of "Accepting orders", both Order and Order cancellation should be accepted. Note 2. In the status of "Suspending accepting orders," Order should NOT be accepted but Order cancellation SHOULD be accepted.
Detection of Necessary Alterations of Observable Stimuli or Responses in State Transition Tables
Detectable defects can be found in Nos. 3 and 4 in Table 6 . Table 14 is the direct product of the state transition tables of the three actors when the status set by an operation manager is "Accepting orders" and "Suspending accepting orders". The gray-colored cells in Table 14 reflect these defects. When the status set by an operation manager is "Suspending accepting orders", it is not possible to accept an "Order request" from the customer. We can consider whether we should accept an "Order cancellation request" or not with the direct product of the state transition tables. Usually, an "Order cancellation request" should be accepted even when the status set by an operation manager is "Suspending accepting orders". We can detect the necessary alterations regarding how to deal with observable stimuli or responses from a customer by using the direct product of the state transition tables including that of operation managers.
Detection of Missing Stimuli or Responses Necessary to Finish the Cycles of User's Situation against Commodity Space
Detectable defects can be found in No. 5 in Table 6 . Table 16 is the direct product of the state transition tables of the three actors when the status of the operation manager is "No longer accepting orders". No. 5 in Table 6 occurs in the gray-colored cell in Table 15 , i.e., when the status of the customer is "Ordering" and the status of the commodity is "Out-of-stock and reserved". If all items arrive, even after accepting orders has terminated, the cycles of the customer's situation can be completed. However, it is necessary to cancel existing orders because the items do not always arrive in the commodity space. In this case, it is normal to cancel orders from the commodity space, not from the customer. By "Order cancellation", the status of the customer transits to "Non-possession" and the status of the commodity space transits to "Out-of-stock and non-reserved". If the project members were conscious that the cycles of the customer's situation must be completed, the missing observable stimuli or responses detected in No. 5 would have been detected. Note 1. Stimuli from operation managers are unacceptable after the commodity space transits to the status after accepting the stimuli. Note 2. Resumption is acceptable only when the status of the commodity space is "Suspending accepting orders".
Clarification of Observable Stimuli That Should be Rejected in Certain Status
Detectable defects can be found in Nos. 6 and 7 in Table 6 . Observable stimuli that should be rejected can be clarified by examining another type of state transition table. Table 16 is the state transition table of the commodity space where the vertical dimension indicates the observable stimuli, the horizontal dimension indicates the current states, and the cells contain the next status. We judged that these defects can be regarded as detectable as a result of clarification of actor's statuses and stimuli/responses of our proposed method.
For example, once the commodity space receives the "Start Request" from the operation manager, the commodity space sends "Start Acceptance" to the operation manager and leads to the status "Accepting orders". We can consider how the commodity space, with the state "Accepting orders", should do if it receives "Start Request" again in one of the gray-colored cells in Table 16 . We can consider what the commodity space should do if it receives a request from the operation manager, when the commodity space's status already transited to the status after the request has been received. We can clarify what the commodity space should do when it receives "Resumption Request" in each status by considering the other gray-colored cells in Table 16 .
Undetectable Requirements Defects
Undetectable defects can be found in Nos. 1 and 2 in Table 6 , which are the defect reports regarding the actor's situation when the operation manager is the actor.
In No. 1, it is necessary to clarify what kind of operation manager's situation should produce the stimulus "Suspension request". For example, if the expected amount of orders is more than N times larger than the expected amount of arrivals, it may be necessary to suspend accepting orders. Also, in No. 2, it is necessary to clarify what kind of operation manager's situation should produce the stimulus "Resumption request". These situations should be elicited from the stakeholders and are difficult to detect by the examiners.
It may be possible to clarify some cycles of the operation manager's situation based on the amount of orders and arrivals. However, there still remain situations that are difficult to clarify. For example, the suspension of receiving orders can occur due to heuristic decisions of operation managers in real system operation. There are various unpredictable situations and stimuli in the real world, and it is often the operation managers who must first respond to such stimuli.
In this case study, all defects regarding an actor's situation were those of operation managers. However, there are Table 17 Relationship between examined interactions and number of detected defects.
other actors' situations that cannot be detected with the proposed method unless they are elicited from the stakeholders. Table 17 shows the relationship between the examined interactions of the actors and the number of detected defects. In this case study, all detectable defects are regarding observable stimuli and responses. The ratio of defects that can be detected with the proposed method to all defects is 7.2 %, i.e., the ratio of all defects regarding observable stimuli and responses in Table 5 .
Results from Hypothesis Verification
Therefore the hypothesis, which was set in Sect. 5.1, was affirmed by this case study.
The reasons above are that, in requirement defects reports of actual system development projects, there were a number of defects that could be detected using the proposed method. We could detect some defects by validating the necessary alterations of observable stimuli or responses in the direct product of the state transition tables of multiple actors. We also could detect some missing observable stimuli or responses by examining whether the cycles of a user's situation are complete.
Discussion
Relationship between Examined Interactions and
Number of Detected Defects Table 17 shows the relationship between the examined interactions of the actors and the number of detected defects regarding observable stimuli and responses. In Table 17 , no defects could be detected in the examination of the interactions between the customer and the commodity space. Also, in the examination of the interactions between the operation manager and the commodity space, only the defects regarding the observable stimuli, which should be rejected in certain statuses, were detected. All defects regarding missing or defective stimuli and responses were detected in the examinations of the three actors, i.e., the customer, operation manager, and commodity space. It is obvious that this is because the examination of interactions becomes more difficult and tends to be omitted as the number of actors increases.
Ratio of Detectable Defect in All Requirement Defect Reports
In Table 5 , the ratio of defects that can be detected with our proposed method to all defects is 7.2 %, i.e., the ratio of defects regarding observable stimuli and responses. This number may not seem high, but we believe that in the requirement definition phase, defects regarding observable stimuli and responses are more severe than those in input, processing, and output because they are produced as a result of realworld analysis. We first heard this opinion from the project manager of the analyzed system development project. We believe that the requirement validation criteria and method based on actor interaction can contribute to the improvement in the quality of requirement definitions.
Efficiency of Requirement Defect Detection
Efficiency of a defect detection method is usually evaluated by defect detection rate, i.e., the number of detected defects per man-hour. In our case study, we did not first analyze the requirement specifications but the requirement defect reports after finishing the requirement definition phase. We calculated the provisional defect detection rate of our proposed method from the time required in our analysis. Table 18 shows the work item and the time required of our case study. In preparation phase, we analyzed 332 requirement defect reports, found defects regarding actor's situation, observable stimuli, and responses and then analyzed the requirement specifications. Then we performed our method from Steps 1 to 5 in Sect. 3.4.
We consumed 149.5 man-hours and found 24 defects regarding observable stimuli and responses are detectable. The defect detection rate was 0.161 defects per man-hour. Berlin et al. conducted an industrial case study of the verification and validation activities including inspection for requirement specifications [9] . Table 19 lists their results. We judged that their case study can be compared with ours because they calculated the defect detection rate divided by the time spent for preparation as well as the review meetings, they gathered data only from formal inspections, and their requirement specifications are relatively mature. The Table 20 Effect of cost reduction to fix requirement defects at each development phase. efficiency of our requirements defect detection method is almost the same as theirs.
Effect of Cost Reduction of Proposed Method
We calculated the assumed effect of cost reduction if our proposed method was applied and all defects regarding observable stimuli and responses were detected in the requirement definition phase. We assume that the cost to fix a requirement defect is unchanged if it is detected in the same development phase. We define E, the total cost to fix requirement defects, as follows.
where C i is the cost to fix a requirement defect phase and X i is the number of requirements frozen at each development phase. Table 20 shows the assumed numbers of requirements frozen, the cost to fix requirement defects and change of required cost at each development phase. In Table 20 , we referred to Mogyorodi [1] for the assumed value of relative cost to fix a requirement defect. We referred to Sanker et al. [10] for the assumed percentage of requirements frozen because we could only obtain the number of requirement defects after finishing the requirement definition phase.
In Table 20 , the total cost to fix requirements defects decreases by 356, although the cost increases by 24 at the requirements definition phase. Our proposed method can be used to reduce 5.99 % of the total cost for fixing requirement defects. This means that our method can contribute to the success of a software development project because it can decrease the total cost of the development project.
Related Work
In goal-oriented approaches, the i* framework is popular for analyzing dependencies between actors [7] . However, validating the completeness of the model is reported to be difficult, especially when this method is applied to an industrial case with a large number of actors [11] . Yamamoto et al. proposes an actor relationship matrix method (ARM), which clarifies the dependencies between actors in a cell of the table [8] . ARM is a rather easy and practical method, which enables requirement engineers to better ensure completeness of requirements between actors than with the i* framework. Our proposed method is intended for more precise and complete analysis of requirements, especially for an actor's situation and related stimuli and responses.
A problem frame is a method for analyzing problems in the real world rather than inventing solutions [3] . A problem diagram is made up of requirements, real-world domains, a machine, and the links of phenomena they share. [14] , and in our method, state transition tables are used for precise description of events, i.e., stimuli and responses in the real-world domain.
Leveson describes the following seven types of completion criteria for requirement analysis [15] . It seems difficult to validate completeness of all these types due to the limitation of cost or scheduling. However, if these completion criteria are not considered, the project may be too optimistic in estimation of effort, cost, or scheduling. Our proposed method can be used to validate Leveson's completion criteria effectively. By regarding a human operator as an active actor and a computer as a passive actor, we can validate the completeness of a trigger or stimulus and output an event or response. We can also validate the completion of a status by examining an actor's situation.
State machine-based formalism, such as labeled transition systems (LTS), are expected to describe more complete requirement specifications. Uchitel et al. propose an algorithm for translating scenarios into behavioral specification with LTS [16] . They also propose using partial LTS to clarify the remaining definition of system behavior [17] . Our proposed method can also be useful for translating requirement specifications into LTS.
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed requirement validation criteria and a method based on the interaction between actors. We focused on the relationship between active and passive actors and stimuli and responses between them. An active actor has cycles of his/her/its situations against a passive actor, and both actors' situations can be described in a state transition table, which describes observable stimuli or responses the actors send or receive. Examination with the direct product of the state transition tables of the concerned actors enables us to detect missing or defective requirements, i.e., missing or defective observable stimuli or responses. As a case study, we analyzed requirement defect reports of an actual development project of the core business system in a Japanese company. We found that there are a certain amount of defects regarding stimuli and responses, which can be detected with our proposed method if this method is used in the requirement definition phase.
For future work, we are planning to apply our proposed method to an actual system development project from the beginning of the requirement definition phase.
